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Trades and defining sets with applications to access schemes

BRENTON GRAY

A block design, D, is a collection of fc-subsets (blocks) of a u-set, V, such that
every element of V occurs in the same number of blocks of D. If each i-subset of V
occurs in the same number of blocks, then D is a f-design. The study of -̂designs
has led to applications in coding theory, cryptography and the planning of agricultural
experiments.

The focus of the thesis is on two types of structures related to ^-designs, namely
trades and defining sets. A trade T = (Ti,T2) of volume m consists of two disjoint
collections T\ and T2 each containing m blocks such that every t-subset is contained in
the same number of blocks of Tx and of T2. A defining set is a collection of blocks which
can be completed to only one f-design with given parameters. Trades and denning sets
are intimately related.

Trades are investigated in the first half of the thesis. Considerable progress is made
in understanding the possible volumes and structures of certain trades.

Denning sets and their relationship to trades are studied in the second half of the
thesis. Using this relationship, results regarding defining sets of well known families of
designs are presented.

An access scheme is a method of sharing a password amongst a group of people so
that the password can only be reconstructed by a sufficiently large section of the group
acting in agreement. Typical users include the military and banks. A critical analysis
of an access scheme which uses trades and defining sets concludes this thesis.
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